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Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2007

	This book covers all relevant techniques of diagnosis as well as interpretations of clinical signs in Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology. All information is highly structured, highlighting ‘definition’, ‘note’ and ‘pearl’, so that it can also be used by the physician during the patient encounter. The included...
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Protect Your Information With Intrusion Detection (Power)A-LIST Publishing, 2002
Protect Your Information with Intrusion Detection contains a detailed overview of the new technology in information protection--intrusion detection. This is a comprehensive handbook introducing the reader to the problem of intrusion detection, exploring the main concepts and principals of intrusion detection technology, and giving an...
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Essentials of Clinical ImmunologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	The fourth edition of this highly popular book has been extensively revised. The first chapter, a revision of the immune system, has been updated to provide the 'nitty-gritty' a student or trainee needs to know in order to understand diseases that have an immunological basis. Although the remainder of the book's focus is clinical,...
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Learning English as a Foreign Language For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Do you know a bit of English, and want to improve without a teacher? Whether you're a student, a traveller, or you just want to learn basic English, this plain-speaking guide will help you pick up the essentials so you'll be understanding and speaking English in no time. Improve your grammar, speech, vocabulary and pronunciation at...
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Linux Security (Networking)Course Technology PTR, 2002
This book provides you with comprehensive knowledge about Linux Security. The book is aimed at readers who are familiar with Linux concepts but now want to gain a solid foundation in Linux security features. It is assumed these readers already understand some Linux and networking concepts, such as network protocols, network servers, and so on. This...
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Finance for Non-Financial Managers (Briefcase Books Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
A Complete Introduction to Financial Reports--What The Numbers Mean, How to Use Them to Improve Your Business
Financial reports speak their own language, one that many managers have trouble translating. Finance for Non-Financial Managers clears the confusion, helping you to understand the information contained in...
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Vertigo and Dizziness: Common ComplaintsSpringer, 2013

	Vertigo and Dizziness: Common Complaints, Second Edition revises and updates the first edition to reflect the advances that have taken place in this field.


	Valid epidemiological studies are now available on the prevalence and incidence of these illnesses. There have been improvements in diagnostic criteria and important new...
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Time ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Quick and Easy-to-Implement Techniques for Making Better Use of Your Time, Both On and Off the Job

In today's fast-moving workplace, time has never had greater value--or been in shorter supply. Time Management provides you with the tools and techniques you need to make each minute count. Filled with...
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Clinical Pediatric Neurology: A Signs and Symptoms ApproachSaunders, 2005
"If you intend to write an accessible review covering a specialized area of medicine, this book should be the paradigm. It is the sort of book that is widely sought but seldom found. Fenichel's survey of childhood neurology is concise, accurate, provides extensive coverage of the field, and is salted with pearls of wisdom.'" - Pediatric...
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American Medical Association Complete Guide to Men's HealthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Here from the American Medical Association—the most trusted name in health—is the first comprehensive, up-to-date guidebook to help men and their loved ones understand the male body and learn how men can achieve their optimal level of health and fitness.
Giving you the most current medical knowledge on prevention as well as...
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Mosby's 2014 Nursing Drug Reference, 27e (SKIDMORE NURSING DRUG REFERENCE)Mosby, 2013

	There is a difference in drug handbooks. From the leading name in nursing, Mosby's 2014 Nursing Drug Reference makes it easy to find the latest and most vital information on the drugs you administer most frequently. More than 5,000 drugs are profiled - including 70 new entries on current drugs and drugs recently approved by...
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Clinical Cases in Psychiatry: Integrating Translational Neuroscience ApproachesSpringer, 2018

	
		This case series book offers a practical and accessible approach to psychiatry, addressing major clinical problems ranging from psychosis to aging effects, each of which is tackled as it arises in everyday settings. With its emphasis on everyday practice strongly linked to underlying theory, the book combines clinical knowledge with...
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